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Abstract: 3′,5′-Cyclic GMP spontaneously nonenzymatically polymerizes in a
base-catalyzed reaction affording G oligonucleotides. When reacted with fully or
partially sequence-complementary RNA (oligo C), the abiotically generated oligo G
RNA displays a typical ribozyme activity consisting of terminal ligation accompanied by
cleavage of an internal phosphate site of the donor oligonucleotide stem upon attack of
the acceptor 3′ terminal OH. This reaction is dubbed Ligation following Intermolecular
Cleavage (LIC). In a prebiotic perspective, the ability of oligo G polynucleotides to react
with other sequences outlines a simple and possible evolutionary scenario based on the
autocatalytic properties of RNA.
Keywords: RNA; RNA polymerization; RNA origin; ribozymes; origin of life
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1. Introduction
In the quest for the initial (pre)genetic materials, the autocatalytic potential of RNA [1–6] remains
unmatched. RNA provides, for the time being, the only plausible solution to self-generation, as
allowed by self-polymerization and by a variety of self-catalytic processes. Pioneering reports of RNA
recombination have appeared [7–12]. With the possible exception of the systems described in [13–15],
the reactions reported so far are not simple and robust enough to be of likely prebiotic relevance.
The dissolution of cyclic purine nucleotides (markedly of 3′,5′-cGMP) in water results in the
formation of oligonucleotides by their spontaneous nonenzymatic polymerization [16,17]. The reaction
is low yielding, but nevertheless, it shows that, although inefficient, RNA may generate itself from
prebiotic precursors [18–20]. The conditions for self-polymerization of cyclic pyrimidine nucleotides
have not been determined, yet. Early pioneering approaches are reviewed in [21–23]. Efficient
enzyme-free copying of all four pre-activated nucleobases, templated by immobilized RNA,
was reported [24].
The ligation of preformed RNA oligonucleotides by nonenzymatic ligation was also observed [25–27].
In spite of its low efficiency, this quasi-isoenergetic reaction highlights a mechanism potentially
entailing generation of chemical heterogeneity and complexity. Chain elongation occurs by ligation of
both homogeneous [25,27] and heterogeneous [26] sequences.
In vitro generated RNA chains undergo a synthesis/degradation equilibrium limiting the possibility
of obtaining, by these reactions alone, molecules which are long and complex enough to be of
(pre)biological worth. The kinetics of RNA hydrolysis has been a matter of detailed analyses since the
20s of the past century [28]. An entry to the recent literature is given in [21]. In particular, the
physical-chemical conditions were reported in which the 3′O-P bond, the more reactive and less stable
chain-bond in RNA, has a longer half-life in polymers than in monomers [29].
Self-cleaving and splicing of RNA exemplify a catalytic process in which the folded structure
of RNA mediates a reaction on another part of itself [1–6]. Similar reactions may occur in which
the two reactive moieties are not part of the same molecule and come together based on
sequence-complementarity or on other structural features. Both involve well established in-line attack
of an endogenous or exogenous nucleophile on the phosphorus [3].
Here we report a reaction carried out by nonenzymatically generated oligoG RNAs when
challenged with a base-pair complementary sequence. This reaction is dubbed LIC: Ligation following
Intermolecular Cleavage. The two complementary sequences ligate and self-cleave. In the cleavage
reaction, the 3′OH extremity of each sequence behaves (in ribozyme terminology) [30] as an
“acceptor”. In the same terminology “donor” refers to the phosphate donor site. This reaction suggests
to the existence of a recombination mechanism between complementary sequences resulting in RNA
chain elongation by addition at the 3′ extremity in simple RNAs.
From a prebiotic perspective, it is noteworthy that this reaction occurs, as shown here, by the action
of spontaneously generated polymers derived from abiotically plausible precursors, enhancing the
information content of a polymeric mixture. This mechanism potentially represents a plausible means
to generate RNA sequence complexity and to approach the question: how could the extremely complex
ribosomal machinery [31] start to evolve and how did the initial RNA transfer functions [32] come about?
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2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Oligonucleotides
Oligonucleotides were purchased from Dharmacon (Lafayette, CO, USA) and were provided
unphosphorylated, at both the 5′ and 3′ Extremities: 5′ GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG 3′,
dubbed for brevity G24, and, using the same abbreviation: AG24, A2G24, A3G24, G23A, G23U,
G23C, G9, C24, C23G, C23A, C23U, C18A6, C12A12, C6A18, A24, A12U12, A12C12, U24. Here,
the sequences express the non-phosphorylated forms. The 5′ and/or 3′ phosphorylated forms are
specified where appropriate.
2.1.2. Enzymes
T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK) (EC 2.7.1.78) from England BioLabs (Ipswich, MA, USA;
# M0201L) catalyzes the transfer and exchange of Pi from the -position of ATP to the 5′-hydroxyl
terminus of polynucleotides, and the removal of 3′-phosphoryl group from 3′-phosphoryl
polynucleotides. One unit is defined as the amount of enzyme catalyzing the production of 1 nmol of
phosphate to the 5′-OH end of an oligonucleotide from [γ-32P]ATP in 30 min at 37 °C.
2.1.3. Ribonucleases
Ribonuclease A (RNaseA) (EC 3.1.27.5) from bovine pancreas catalyzes the cleavage of the P-O 5′
bond of RNA at the 3′ side of a pyrimidine nucleotide leaving a phosphate group connected at 3′,
similarly to what occurs in the water-based hydrolytic reaction. RNaseA is specific for 3′-5′ bonds
yielding a 2′,3′ cyclic phosphodiester [33,34]. It was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA;
catalog no. ENO531-10 MG), assay in H2O at 98 °C, pH 6.2. One unit of the enzyme causes an
increase in absorbance of 1.0 at 260 nm when yeast RNA is hydrolyzed at 37 °C and pH 5.0. Shrimp
Alkaline Phosphatase (SAP) (orthophosphoric-monoester phosphohydrolase) (EC 232-631-4) from
Promega (Fitchburg, WI, USA, catalog no. M8201) removes phosphate groups from the 5′ position of
RNA. One unit will hydrolyze 1 μmole of 4-nitrophenyl phosphate/minute at pH 9.8 at 37 °C.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Polymerization of 3′,5′-cyclic GMP
Polymerization of 3′,5′-cyclic GMP was performed as described in the literature [16,17]. In particular,
the protocol detailed in [17] was followed. Briefly, guanosine 3′,5′-cyclic monophosphate (3′,5′-cGMP)
(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA; acid form, ca # G7504) was dissolved in MilliQ water at 20 mM
concentration, reacted for 60 min at 80 °C in the presence of 10 mM 1,8-diazabicycloundec-7-ene
(DBU, Sigma Aldrich). Note that the Na form of 3′,5′-cGMP (Sigma Aldrich, cat # G6129) does not
polymerize [17]. The product of polymerization was 5′ end-labelled as described below, typically at
1500 cpm/pmol.
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2.2.2. Terminal Labelling of the Material Polymerized from Cyclic Nucleotides
The products of the polymerization reactions from cyclic nucleotides were precipitated with EtOH
and dissolved in water. The standard procedure involves a 5′-dephosphorylation step and
phosphorylation by kinase and 32PγATP. For dephosphorylation, 1 μL of Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase
(SAP, 1 U/μL) was added along with 5 μL of 10× buffer (1× = 0.05 M Tris-HCl pH 9.8, 10 mM MgCl2).
The reaction was incubated at 37 °C for 30 min, phenol extracted and precipitated with EtOH.
Glycogen (1 μL of 20 mg/mL stock) was added to facilitate precipitation. The RNA was recovered by
centrifugation, dissolved in 16 μL of water and labelled at the 5′-termini with 32P. Phosphorylation was
carried out by adding 1 μL of T4 Polynucleotide kinase (PNK: 10 U/μL, New England Biolabs), 2 μL
of 10 × PNK buffer and 0.5 μL [γ-32P]ATP, followed by incubation at 37 °C for 30 min. After labelling
the oligonucleotides, both those of commercial origin (Dharmacon) and those polymerized from
3′,5′-cGMP, were purified by precipitation. The same results were obtained with oligonucleotides
purified from PAGE by band cutting and extraction.
2.2.3. The Ligation Following Intermolecular Cleavage (LIC)
The reaction of the indicated oligonucleotides was performed at the concentrations indicated where
appropriate. Typically, 2 pmoles of a 5′γ32P labelled oligonucleotides (typically 1500 cpm/pmol) were
reacted in 15 L (0.13 M) at 60 °C for 30 min in water with the indicated amount of an unlabelled
fully or partially complementary sequence. The reaction was stopped by precipitation, the sample was
resuspended in pure formamide, heated at 65 °C for 10 min and analyzed by denaturing PAGE,
as detailed [17].
2.3. MALDI-ToF Mass Spectrometry
The product (100 ng) was mixed (1:1) with an aqueous 3-hydroxypicolinic acid matrix solution
(20 mg/mL) and analyzed with an AutoFlex II instrument (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany),
equipped with a 337 nm nitrogen laser and operating in reflector positive mode.
2.4. Computational Details
Computations were carried out at DFT-D2 level of theory using the TPSS density functional [35]
combined with the D2 empirical dispersion correction introduced by Grimme [36]. All atoms
were described with the TZVP basis set [37,38]. Geometry optimizations were performed without
any constraints, i.e., with full relaxation of all parameters. The C-PCM continuum solvent
approximation [39,40] (ε = 78.4) along with the atomic radii of Klamt and Schüürmann [41] was used
throughout the calculations. Free energy of the optimized geometries was calculated as a sum of the
total electronic energy and the thermal correction term to the free energy derived from frequency
calculations at 298 K in the harmonic approximation. All computational models considered carried a
total charge of −1 and are described in detail in the Results and Discussion part. Computations were
performed with the Gaussian09 suite of programs [42].
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Experimental Plan
We first report the experimental description of the LIC reaction, as determined in the G24 + C24
system (Figure 1). Detailed characterization follows (Figures 2 and 6). The preliminary study of the
reaction on well characterized commercially available material has been necessary because to our
knowledge this reaction, albeit conceivable [4], has not been explored before. The presumed
mechanism is described in Figures 3–5. We then show (Figure 8) that nonenzymatically generated G
oligomers (dubbed “neo-oligoG”) efficiently perform the LIC reaction.
Schematically: the LIC reaction is first analyzed in a model system consisting of pre-synthesized
G 24mers and C 24mers and variants thereof (Section 3.2). The features of the reactions are then
verified and confirmed in a shorter-sequence system (G 9mer) (Figure 7, Section 3.3). The ability of
the neo-oligoG to carry out the reaction is then examined and characterized (Section 3.4).
3.2. Detection of the LIC Reaction
In what follows, the notation pG24 indicates phosphorylation of the 5′ OH of the RNA chain (G24)
and G24p indicates phosphorylation of the 3′ OH. Further, the notation “p” represents a 32P-carrying
phospate group. For the sequence 5′32P-G24-3′OH, the phosphorylation is at the 5′ end of the sequence
(pG24). For the 3′ end, 5′OH-G24-3′32P is abbreviated G24p. If two independent sequences are
joined, for example the case where bonding has occurred between C24 and 32P-G (pG) forming
5′OH-C24-3′32PG, the notation is C24pG.
3.2.1. Interaction of Sequence-Complementary Oligonucleotides (G24 + C24) Results in the
Production of a New Molecular Species
G 24mer oligonucleotides were reacted with C 24mers. Two different experimental routes were
followed. Route 1: reaction of 5′ phosphorylated G24 (dubbed in short pG24) with unphosphorylated
C24, and Route 2: reaction of 5′ phosphorylated C24 (pC24) with unphosphorylated G24.


Route 1: 5′32P-G24-3′OH (•pG24) + 5′OH-C24-3′OH (C24)

Figure 1 shows the results of route (1). pG24 (2 pmoles in 15 L = 0.13 M) was reacted (30 min,
60 °C in water pH 6.0) with increasing amounts of unphosphorylated C24, from 1.5 × 10−2 pmoles in
15 L (=1 × 10−3 M. Lane 1) to 3 × 103 pmoles (200 M. Lane 19), covering five orders of
magnitude of mass ratios between the two oligomers. C24-G24 dimers form which are indicated by c
(left, top-down lettering). In these reaction conditions part of these dimers are covalently ligated, as
previously reported [26] and as quantified in Supplementary Item #1. The sequence complementarity
does not imply that the two strands are fully in register and fully coupled. Actually the broad gel
regions occupied by input materials (Figure 1A) indicate the contrary (see also Figure 1C).
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Figure 1. The reaction of 5′32P-G24 (pG24) with C24 generates a new molecular
combination. Panel A. 2 pmoles of pG24 were reacted (60 °C, 30 min in 15 L of water
pH 6.0 = 0.13 μM) with increasing amounts of unlabeled C24, from 1 × 10−3 (lane 1) to
2 × 102 μM (lane 19). The separate leftmost lane U (=Untreated) shows the starting pG24
material. Lane M is the size marker C24, shown here as 5′ 32P labelled molecule but used
in the reaction as unphosphorylated form. The reactions were stopped by precipitation and
analyzed in denaturing (8 M urea) 16% acrylamide gels. The pG24 oligonucleotide
(indicated by a, top-down lettering) hybridizes with the complementary C24 sequence,
yielding the 48mer c. Part of the pG24/C24 hybrid undergoes terminal ligation [26]. This
part of the reaction is complete at 1 × 10−2 μM C24 (lane 4). At 2 × 10−2 μM (lane 5) a
terminal recombination product C24pG (d) starts to form. Panel B. High resolution
denaturing PAGE of pG24 + C24 (0.13 and 3 M, respectively). Panel C. Interaction of
pC24 with G24 (route 2). The assay was run as the one described in Panel A. In this case
the constructs are in the opposite orientation. 0.13 M pC24 was reacted with the
indicated amounts of G24. The lower efficiency of formation of species d relative to the
opposite orientation is evident (see Discussion and Table 1).
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In the Figure, a indicates the unreacted pG24. Upon dissolution in water, oligoGs undergo
hydrolysis resulting in a mixture of full-length molecules and shorter fragments. RNA fragments
generated by hydrolysis have a 3′ extremity carrying a 2′,3′ cyclic phosphate which is gradually open
to yield 2′ or 3′ phosphate extremities [43,44]. As observed by MALDI ToF analysis (see
Supplementary Item #2), a part of the short oligomers lose their phosphate and have a 3′ OH extremity.
Given that the shorter fragments may also take part in the reactions (see below), they are considered as
active components in stoichiometric evaluations.
A new molecular species forms upon interaction of G24 and C24, observed when one of the two
reactants is phosphorylated at 5′. This species is referred to by d (indicated and cartooned in
Figure 1A, right). As shown in the following sections, d is a C24mer where, at the 3′ end, a 5′32P-G
residue (pG) has been transferred by the LIC reaction.
Figure 1B reports a high-resolution gel showing that when pG24 [0.13 M, = species a] (lane 2) is
reacted (lane 3) with unphosphorylated unlabeled C24 (3 M) it affords two types of molecules
(lane 3): a 48mer (C24/pG24) (c) and C24 pG (d). Lane 1 shows the position of pC24 in this gel.
[Note that the reaction described is carried on with unphosphorylated C24 and that the 32P labelled
sample in lane 1 has the purpose of a position marker.] The position of d is 1 nucleotide step higher
than the position of pC24, which is coherent with the product expected from the reaction, as depicted
in Figure 3. The resulting C24pG product was characterized enzymatically by RNaseA (Figure 2,
panels A and B) and by SAP (Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase) (Figure 2, panels C and D) analyses of the
products of this reaction.


Route 2: pC24 + G24

A similar behaviour was observed with the mirror-wise combination of oligomers (route 2:
pC24 + G24). The results of the reaction of this combination are shown in Figure 1C. Species d did
form also in this orientation, although in lower amounts (see Table 1 and Discussion).
3.2.2. Characterization of Molecules d, Product of Reaction LIC
Molecules d are (i) composed of cytosines and, at the 3′end, carrying (ii) a 32P-labelled phosphate
group followed by a guanosine residue, as determined by evidence shown below:
(i) Evidence that d is almost entirely made of cytosines is provided by specific RNaseA analyses
(Figure 2). Given that the C24 oligomer is introduced in the assay as unphosphorylated
unlabeled molecule, the acquired phosphate is necessarily derived from the 5′ 32P labelled G24
oligomer (pG24).
(ii) The 3′ position of the acquired phosphate group is established by 5′ specific exonuclease
(Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase) treatment (Figure 2C,D). Validation of this result is provided
by an hybridization competition assay (Supplementary Item #3).
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Figure 2. RNaseA and Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase analyses of the products of
pG24 + C24 reaction. RNaseA. Panel A: pG24 (0.13 μM) (right marker, lane M) was
reacted with C24 (1 μM) in water in standard conditions (as in Figure 1), then adjusted to
20 μL and treated at 98 °C (see Methods) with 0, 0.005, 0.05, 0.5, 5, 50 units of RNaseA
(lanes 1–6, respectively). The left marker lane M shows the position of pC24.Panel B:
plot of the residual amount of the c and d species, as indicated (% relative to the initial
amount, lane 1) as a function of the increasing RNaseA units. Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase.
Panel C: pG24 (0.13 μM) (lane 1) was reacted in 20 μl of SAP buffer (see Methods) with
5 SAP Units for 0, 30, 60 and 180 min (lanes 1–4). pG24 (0.13 μM) was reacted with C24
(1 μM) (30 min, 60 °C) and similarly treated for 0, 30, 60 and 180 min (lanes 5–8). Panel D:
plot of the residual amount of the a, c and d components, as indicated (% relative to the
initial amounts, lane 4), as a function of increasing reaction time.
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3.2.3. Determination of the Position of the 32P-labelled Phosphate Group
Ribonuclease A
RNaseA catalyzes the cleavage of the P-O5′ bond of RNA at the 3′ side of a pyrimidine nucleotide
leaving a phosphate group connected at the 3′-end. This property allows the determination of the
sequence composition of species d.
The products of the reaction of pG24 with C24 were analyzed. Namely, RNaseA treatment was
performed on a sample containing the pG24/C24 48mer c and the C24pG d. The sample was
obtained by reaction of 0.13 M of pG24 with 1 M C24 (similar to sample 11 in Figure 1A) and was
treated with increasing concentrations of RNaseA, as indicated in the legend (Figure 2A). The gel
image and the plot (panel B) show that the C24pG species d is very sensitive to RNaseA. This is
expected for a C-containing oligo, each phosphoester bond 3′ of a cytidine nucleotide being target for
RNaseA, as outlined in the scheme below pointing to the RNaseA sensitive sites in d.
d:

↓ ↓
↓

5’Cp(Cp)22C pG

In contrast, the C24/pG24 48mer becomes sensitive only at high RNaseA concentration due to
protection of the C-component by the G-strand. At sufficiently high intensity of treatment (lane 6) also
the C-moiety of the GC double strand is eventually attacked and the pG24 component (a) is released
(lane 6). We have observed that the selectivity for cleavage at 3′ of a pyrimidine residue is conserved
till a RNaseA concentration of 0.25 U/L. Above that concentration also PuPy bonds are attacked
(see Supplementary Material in [26]).
The C24pG species d is the most sensitive, which agrees with its single-stranded, free strand
structure and pyrimidine composition. In conclusion, the differential sensitivities to RNaseA of the
newly formed molecules confirm the proposed structures.
Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase (SAP)
Is the 32P labelled phosphate group acquired by the C-oligonucleotide in species d encompassed
into an internal phosphodiester bond or does it bind at the terminal end of sequence exposing the
external phosphate? And, if external, is it at 5′ or at 3′?
SAP is an exonuclease that dephosphorylates at 5′ but not at 3′ nor, as secondary activity, at internal
sites. This property allows the determination of the position of the 32P-labelled phosphate group on
RNA molecules.
The products of the reaction of pG24 with C24 (obtained as described in Figure 1) were analyzed.
Namely, SAP treatment was performed on a sample containing pG24 (a) (left panel), and on a sample
(right panel) containing the C24/pG24 48mer (c) and the C24pG (d) of interest. The sample was
obtained by reaction of 0.13 M of pG24 with 1 M C24 (similar to sample 11 in Figure 1) and was
treated with 5U of SAP for increasing times. Figure 2 panel C shows the digestion pattern of pG24 a
(lanes 1–4) and of the reaction products (c, d) (lanes 5–8). Panel D quantifies these data. The
molecules bearing the 32P phosphate group at 5′ (pG24 a) are sensitive, as expected for RNA
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molecules bearing a phosphate group at 5′, while the double-stranded 48mer (c) and the C24pG d
(bearing the phosphate at 3′) are resistant. In particular, this confirms that d bears the 32P phosphate at 3′.
In summary, the newly formed molecular species d is (i) sensitive to RNaseA as pyrimidines are;
(ii) is one nucleotide longer than the input unphosphorylated unlabeled molecule from which it
derives; (iii) has acquired a phosphate group in subterminal 3′ position, as confirmed by SAP analysis.
These data are all coherent with the reaction scheme in Figure 3. Other reaction schemes (not detailed)
would contradict one or more of these points.
3.2.4. The Ligation Following Intermolecular Cleavage (LIC) Mechanism
The proposed mechanism for the LIC reaction is described in Figures 3, 4 and 5. On the basis of the
experimental data Watson-Crick type base complementarity is needed to reach self-cleavage of the
interacting oligomers. In order to put the ligation and cleavage reactions into a common frame and
fulfill the requirements of Watson-Crick complementarity we conceived a model system in which the
two interacting strands are shifted in register by 3–4 bases in the manner shown in Figure 3, enabling
the formation of a loop at the 3′-end of the acceptor strand. This loop formation is necessary to bring
the 3′-end into an in-line attacking position at the 5′-phosphorylated end of the donor strand
(see Figure 3, left). At the same time, it is reasonable to expect that with rather small conformational
change the loop can adopt a geometry in which the 5′-phosphorylated end is attacked at the last but one
phosphate group (see Figure 3, right).
Figure 3. The ligation following intermolecular cleavage (LIC) mechanism shown in the
example of the reaction between C24 and 5′-phosphorylated G24. On the left: ligation
assuming loop formation at the 3′-end of C24 and attack at the phosphorylated 5′-end of G24
leading to the formation of C24G24. On the right: simultaneous cleavage reaction initiated
by the attack of the 3′-end of C24 at the last but one phosphate of the 5′-phosphorylated G24.
The products of this reaction are C24G23 and 5′-phosphorylated guanosine-phosphate,
which readily combines with C24 leading to the formation of C24pG.

For the theoretical description of the ligation reaction we considered a model (see Scheme 1a)
consisting of a donor guanosine-phosphate nucleotide and an acceptor cytidine, which were stabilized
by interbase stacking. Three explicit water molecules were added to the phosphate group of the donor
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nucleotide in order to provide a more accurate description of the hydration environment of the leaving
hydroxyl group. We have computed the free energy profile for the traditional addition-elimination SN2
scenario of the ligation reaction. The computed free energy profile along with the representative
optimized geometries is shown in Figure 4.
Scheme 1. Schematic view of the theoretical models used to describe the ligation (a) and
cleavage (b) reactions.

Figure 4. Computed free energy profile of the ligation (orange curve) and cleavage (blue
curve) reactions. Computations were carried out at DFT-D2 level of theory. For
computational details see Section 2.4.

To get an idea about the mechanism of the cleavage of the last but one nucleotide at the 5′-end of
the donor strand, first we tried to construct a loop geometry, by altering the dihedrals in a typical
double stranded A-RNA geometry in such a way to bring together the ribose of the 3′-end of the
acceptor strand and the last but one phosphate of the donor strand to enable an in-line attack
(see Figure 5). Since the bases are assumed to not participate directly in the mechanism (see the
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segment surrounded with the green curve in Figure 5), in this case our computational model comprised
a ribose-phosphate-ribose linkage, which is attacked by another ribose molecule in the manner shown
in Scheme 1b. In our computational model both 5′-OH groups were replaced with hydrogens, in order
to avoid unphysical H-bond formation between these two groups, which would bias the computations.
Figure 5. Approximate 3D model of a plausible loop geometry that might initiate the
cleavage of the 5′-terminal nucleotide of the donor oligonucleotide strand (the direction of
the in-line attack is shown with a green arrow, the three nucleotides directly participating
in the reaction are surrounded with a green curve).

We are aware that the above described two computational models are pretty rough approximations
of the experimental reaction complexes. Nonetheless, we think that, in the lack of any structural
information, they give a tentative idea about the geometries of the transition states and intermediates of
the ligation and cleavage reactions. As for the energetics of the modeled transphosphorylation
reactions, similar to other ribozyme mechanisms, this is most likely significantly influenced by delicate
structural details that our computational models are unable to account for. On the other hand the free
energy profiles shown in Figure 4 unambiguously show that the transphosphorylation mechanism
leading to the cleavage of the terminal nucleotide has a very similar (if not better) kinetics as the
ligation reaction itself and from the side of thermodynamics it is markedly less endothermic. This also
reflects the fact that a hydroxyl group is a much worse leaving group in the case of the ligation reaction
than ribose (i.e., nucleotide) involved in the cleavage reaction. The computed reaction free energy
change of the cleavage and ligation reactions amounts to −2.6 and 28.0 kcal/mol, respectively. Thus,
our calculations suggest that if the loop formation leading to the ligation reaction is feasible then the
cleavage of the terminal 5′-phosphorylated nucleotide might take place as well, at least as far as the
thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of the reaction are concerned.
The analysis of the product of the LIC reaction requires that C24pG molecules are released from
the Watson-Crick base-paired structures described in Figure 3. The Tm of G-C double-stranded
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oligonucleotides was calculated using the Crosslinking Entropy (CLE) Method [45,46]. According
to this method the Tm of these molecules at the concentration here used of 1.3 M is, when fully
paired, 86 °C. Thus, the denaturation treatment performed in 100% formamide [47,48] before PAGE
analysis ensures strand separation even in fully paired 24mers.
The efficiency of the LIC reaction is low (see below). The titration shown in Figure 1 shows that
the maximum yield for LIC is obtained at an acceptor/donor concentration ratio [C24/pG24] ~ 38.5
(sample 14). Evaluation of the number of C24 molecules that have terminally acquired the pG group
at 3′ (species d) was performed measuring the amount of transferred pG. At plateau, an estimated
10% of the input is transferred. Thus, as range evaluation, 1 molecule of C24pG is present every circa
385 C24 molecules. This might be the consequence of the lower steric accessibility of an internal
phosphate group as compared to a chain terminating one in the donor strand. Molecular dynamics
simulations addressing this issue are in progress.
3.2.5. Sequence Requirements
How stringent is the structure surrounding the donor site? Figure 6 (panels A and B) shows that
generation of species d also occurs in the pG24 + C23A combination (panel A), whose ligation
product c is C23ApG24, thus further favouring a bulge in the tip of the ligated molecule. Similar
analyses were performed with C23G and C23U (not shown). The plot in Figure 6B shows the relative
efficiencies of formation of species d with the 4 terminal variants. The maximal LIC yield in the
reaction of 0.13 M pG24 donor was obtained with 5–20 M of complementary sequences, the order
of efficiency being C > A, G > U, at molar ratios 38.5, 115, 115 and 154 respectively.
The structure of the site surrounding the cleavage point was analyzed in more detail by creation of
an increasingly unpaired tip sequence. Figure 6C compares the efficiency of formation of species d
upon reaction of C24 with pG24, or pAG24, or pA2G24, or pA3G24. The species d produced are
indicated by a white asterisk. White dots indicate the untreated 5′ labelled oligonucleotides (U), as
indicated on top. In summary, the cleavage pattern shows that the cleavage reaction always occurs at
the unpaired tip, even though with less precision (see the multiple bands around the major d species),
also when the tip contains increasing number of unpaired elements.
Similar results were observed when pG24 was reacted with other sequences (see Table 1),
characterized by different amounts of complementarity (U24, A12U12, A24, A18C6, A12C12,
A6C18, C24 and C12A12). In these combinations, the reaction was observed only for C24, A12C12,
A6C18 and C12A12, not for U24, A12U12, A24 and A18C6, indicating the requirement of sequence
complementarity > 6 nucleotides. This is in line with our mechanistic model shown in Figure 3 right,
since formation of a stable loop geometry requires ca. 3–4 WC base pairs, followed by a sequence of
3–4 unpaired bases in the acceptor oligonucleotide strand.

Entropy 2013, 15
Figure 6. The effects of variations of the ligation sites on the LIC reaction. Variants of the
sequence surrounding the ligation site were tested and are shown in panels A through C.
Two types of variations are shown: (1) changing the 3′ extremity of the C oligo (C24,
C23U, C23G, C23A) (panels A and B); (2) changing the 5′ extremity of the G oligo
(pG24, pAG24, pA2G24, pA3G24) (panel C). All the essays were performed
according to the standard protocol: reaction of 0.13 μM of a p-carrying donor with
increasing amounts of fully or partially complementary sequences, as indicated. The plot in
panel B shows the amount (%) of species d as a function of the acceptor concentration
(μM) relative to the maximum amount observed (=100%), for the samples shown in panel
A (pG24/C23A) and for the other not shown samples. In panel C C24 (10 or 100 μM, as
indicated) was reacted with the indicated molecules differing for their 5′ extremity. The d
species is indicated by *.
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Table 1. The acceptor /donor ratio for the optimal yield of d molecule in the LIC reaction.
Construct (A + D)
C24 + pG24
C23U + pG24
C23G + pG24
C23A + pG24
A12C12 + pG24
A6C18 + pG24
C12A12 + pG24
A24 + pG24
U24 + pG24
A12U12 + pG24
G24 + pC24
G23U + pC24
G23A + pC24
G23C + pC24
C24 + pG9
C9 + pG9
C12A12 + pG9
A12C12 + pG9
C24 + p NEO G

[A]/[D]
38.5
154
115
115
23
23
23
0
0
0
3.8
19.2
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
4.7

Yield (%)
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
0
0
0
1
2
2
0.5
100
0
100
100
15

The formation of species d also occurs in the opposite-orientation combination (pC24 + G23A),
with overall much lower efficiency (data not reported). Similar behaviour was observed with other
terminally variant acceptors tested (G23C and G23U). In conclusion, LIC occurs close to the tip of the
sequence complementarity-determined structure with not so stringent acceptor sequence requirements.
3.2.6. Complexity
For the overall interpretation of this RNA reaction system, it is important to consider the
complexity of the populations of molecules present. In fact, both oligoG and oligoC undergo
hydrolysis upon dissolution in water. In the pG24 case, part of the molecules (up of 85%) generate a
population of shorter length, whose 3′ extremity ends with a G residue. Part of these molecules carry at
their extremity a phosphate group, part do not and end with an OH (see the MALDI ToF
characterization, Supplementary Item #2). Nonetheless, let us stress that product d cannot be the
product of the ligation reaction between C24 and the hydrolysis product of pG24, because product d
is not formed if the donor and acceptor oligonucleotides are too short; e.g., in the reaction of C9 with
pG9 (see Table 1). The overall picture of the population of molecules generated upon dissolution of
pG24 + C24 in water is quite complex. The possibility that ribozyme-like activity is exerted by these
shorter molecules has not been explored.
The LIC reaction described above is possibly one of many reactions occurring, identified because of
the defined size of the resulting product and because is a “one-step-then-stop” reaction, resulting in a
single identifiable product.
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3.3. The pG9 Oligonucleotides also Actively Perform the LIC Reaction
The set of analyses performed with pG24 was repeated with pG9 (Figure 7). These analyses were
performed because the goal of this study is to explore the possible ribozyme activity of
nonenzymatically generated RNAs, which have a major component of short-chained oligo G
molecules (see Figure 8). The results confirmed that also pG9 is an efficient LIC donor for
long-chained acceptors with sequence complementarity (C24 and A12C12) and that the corresponding
expected species d are formed. RNaseA analyses confirmed also in this system the structures and
mechanisms described for longer G segments.
Figure 7. pG9 acts as donor. 0.13 μM of pG9 reacted in standard conditions with unlabeled
unphosphorylated C24 (lane 2, 0.005 μM, lane 3, 1 μM), A12C12 (lane 5, 0.005 μM,
lane 6, 1 μM). Lanes 1 and 4 show the corresponding molecules labelled and run alongside
as size markers (M). U = unreacted pG9. The d product is indicated (see Text).

3.4. Spontaneously Polymerized Oligos Perform the LIC Reaction
We have reported [16,17] that 3′,5′-cyclic GMPs nonenzymatically polymerize affording molecules
that are 5′ phosphorylated and 3′ OH. Oligomers whose length is centered around 7–8 units prevail,
while a subpopulation > 15 nucleotides long slowly forms, reaching a length of 30 nucleotides [16].
The 3′ extremity of the nonenzymatically polymerized polyG RNA generated from 3′,5′-cGMP
is unphosphorylated [17].
When reacted with acceptor molecules, also these nonenzymatically polymerized oligonucleotides
(“neo-oligoG”) perform the LIC reaction. Figure 8 shows that the reaction is efficiently carried out, in
agreement with what observed for the synthetic constructs. Panel A shows the reaction of a fixed
amount of neo pG-oligomer (lane 1) with increasing C24 (lanes 2–8). Species d forms at high yield.
A group of molecules is prominent, which are collectively dubbed as e. These molecules are
presumably gel retardation forms of the G oligos interacting by base-pairing with the increasing amounts
of oligo C.

Entropy 2013, 15
Figure 8. The LIC reaction performed by nonenzymatically polymerized 3′,5′-cyclic GMP.
Panel A: 2.25 pmoles of polymerization products of 3′,5′-cGMP (see Methods) were 32P
labeled and run on denaturing PAGE without further treatment (lane 1), or reacted with the
indicated increasing amounts of C24. The molarity of the neo pG oligomers in this assay
is 0.15 μM. The formation of species d is indicated. The star (top right) indicates the neo
pG oligomers bound to the 3′ end of C24 (as detailed in [26]). Panel B: reaction of
increasing amounts of neo-pG oligomers (at the μM indicated on top) reacted with a fixed
amount (1 μM) of C24. Panel C: formation of species d (% relative to the observed
maximum, lane 6) as a function of increasing amount of neo pG oligomers. Panel D:
RNaseA characterization of the products of the interaction of neo-pG oligomers with C24.
Left marker lane: p C24 marker. Right marker lane: neo pG oligomer. 0.15 μM neo pG
oligomer was reacted in 20 μL with 1.3 μM C24 (lane 1) in the absence or in the presence
of 0.005, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 5 and 50 U of RNase A (lanes 2–7), as in Figure 2A. One distorted
lane between lanes 2 and 3 was removed.
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Panel B shows the complementary approach: reaction of a fixed amount of acceptor C24 (1 M)
with increasing neo pG-oligomer (from 3 × 10−3 to 3 × 10−1 M). In these conditions C24 is in excess,
thus showing that the production of species d increases as a function of the increasing phosphate donor
sites (Lane 1). The plot in panel C shows that the production of d is a linear function of the D/A ratio.
This observation unambiguously shows that the intermolecular cleavage is the rate determining step.
The characterization by RNaseA of the reaction product of p neo G oligomers with C24 is shown
in panel D. A sample similar to that shown in Panel A, lane 6 (obtained by reacting 0.15 M p neo G
oligomers with 1.3 M C24) was treated with the indicated increasing amounts of RNase A (lanes 2–7).
The results (upper panel) show that the species d produced by interaction of the nonenzymatically
polymerized oligoG with the complementary oligo, behaves exactly as the preformed C24 does: the d
species (=oligo C + 1G) is highly sensitive and is completely degraded at the low concentration of
0.05 U/assay (0.0025 U/L, lane 3). The lower part of the panel shows that pG7, 8, 9 treated in the
same conditions in the same reactions are fully resistant. In conclusion, poly G oligomers
non-enzymatically polymerized from 3′,5′-cyclic GMP efficiently perform the LIC reaction, exactly as
preformed oligomers do.
3.5. Discussion and Evolutionary Implications
The studied RNA molecules deriving from the interactions of nonenzymatically polymerized
oligoG with oligonucleotides containing a sufficiently long complementary sequence are active
ribozymes. We describe an activity consisting of the nucleophilic attack of an acceptor 3′-hydroxyl
group on the phosphorus of a donor 3′,5′ phosphodiester bond. The location of the donor phosphate,
the orientation and the structure of the surrounding sequences determine the result consisting of a
single cleavage leading to a one-step chain-elongation event.
The cleavage by the 3′ OH of the acceptor molecules preferentially occurs on a XpX step located
one step 3′ distal from the 5′ extremity, in unpaired structure, at the tip of the presumptive sequence
complementarity-determined double-stranded structure (Figure 3), presumably because the unpaired
tip conformation allows local sterical availability. Changing the nature of the tip by insertion of increasing
long stretches of A residues at the potential interaction site did not modify the cleavage position.
Thus, in all the analyzed instances the donor site is the XpX step at the first unpaired position at the
extremity of a double stranded RNA. This also explains the preference for a single cleavage site.
Nevertheless, minor amounts of double or triple cleavages were occasionally observed (Figures 6 and 8).
The acceptor site may be modified and, in the best characterized G donor/C acceptor system
(Figure 1A), the structural relationship may be reversed (Figure 1C). However, as calculated from the
amount of cleaved molecules produced in the two systems (i.e., pG24 + C24 vs. pC24 + G24), this
latter combination is 10fold less efficient. The acceptor/donor (A/D) ratio for the optimal yield of d
molecules in the LIC reaction for the various sequence combinations tested is given in Table 1.
In conclusion, transfer of a 5′-terminal G- or C-residue is obtained on the 3′-extremity of the
acceptor RNA fragment with various efficiencies, depending on the sequence combination at A/D
ratios (best value) encompassed between 3.8 and 154, the % of recombined molecules being
encompassed between 0 and 100.
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The high acceptor/donor ratio necessary for the reaction indicates that the structural features of the
reacting molecules are not optimized. Nevertheless, the fact that the interaction between
simple-sequence oligonucleotides leads to further transformation of the sequence information provides
the proof-of-principle that the nonenzymatic generation of oligoG RNA molecules from the
prebiotically plausible 3′,5′-cyclic nucleotides is the first step of a potentially (pre)genetic process.
Interestingly, nor pure polyA nor pure polyU exhibited the type of ribozyme activities reported here.
The prebiotic evolutionary interest of the G:C system was pointed out [49,50]. The reconstruction
of molecular events leading to emergence of the triplet code [49,50] suggests that the first genes were
formed on the basis of expanding (GCC)*(GGC)n duplexes. The consecutive transesterifications
described in the Tetrahymena pre-rRNA and cyclization of the excised IVS [3] are a series of
chemically homogeneous reactions guided by programmed RNA structures. Three decades of studies
of ribozyme activities have revealed the exquisite precision achievable in targeting the reactive sites.
Based on the principle that complexity evolved from simplicity, a reasonable guess was proposed [30]
for the origin of splice site. According to this reconstruction the proto cleavage site was a GpG step, as
resulting from the combination of the donor and acceptor frequency matrices into a single set
consisting of 3543 sequences, representing the “average” pattern. The evolution from such a simple
system to the extant “three elements” mechanism has been outlined [30,51]. However, no matter how
complex the variety of extant ribozyme activities are, they necessarily evolved from initially simple
sequences [52,53] endowed with the appropriate chemical potentiality. The data reported here suggest
that the properties of the G sequence might have been instrumental in this process.
3.6. Future Plans
We plan to apply additional means to characterize and identify the composition and structure of the
products obtained in this study. The limiting factor being the low yield of the products of the LIC
reaction, this reaction is, in particular, being characterized on shorter sequences whose efficiency
appears to be higher (preliminary results; see also Section 3.4). Synthetic oligonucleotides of different
sources will also be analyzed.
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